French, Ethiopian and Djibouti nationals staged a second protest action in front of the EPRDF embassy in Paris

French, Ethiopian and Djibouti nationals staged a second protest action in front of the EPRDF embassy in Paris calling for the liberation of Hasna Mohamed, the 12 years old Djiboutian refugee raped and then jailed for “theft” for six months in Kaliti.

Socepp members in France, the ARDHD and SURVIE NGO members were present to launch one hundred balloons unto the sky with the photos of Hasna. For details on the case please read the Socepp communiqué calling for the liberation of Hasna Mohamed, the 12 years old Djiboutian refugee raped and then jailed for “theft” for six months in Kaliti. Socepp members in France, the ARDHD and SURVIE NGO members were present to launch one hundred balloons unto the sky with the photos of Hasna. For details on the case please read the Socepp communiqué.